
Programme Name: M.Sc. Mathematics 

Programme 

Outcomes 

PO1-Demonstrate an advanced knowledge and fundamental 

understanding of a number of specialist mathematical topics, including 

the ability to solve problems related to those topics using appropriate 

techniques.  

PO2- Motivate for research in Mathematical sciences and to apply 

rigorous, analytic, highly numerate approach to analyze, execute tasks and 

solve problems in daily life and at work.  

PO3-Provide a systematic understanding of core Mathematical concepts, 

Principles and theories along with their applications.  

PO4- It evaluates how the various sub-disciplines are inter related, the 

ability to use techniques from different areas and in-depth knowledge 

about chosen topics.  

PO5- Communicate clearly in writing and orally knowledge, ideas and 

conclusions about mathematics including formulating complex 

mathematical arguments using abstract mathematical thinking 

synthesizing intuition about mathematical ideas and their applications.  

PO6-To be able to independently read mathematical and statistical 

literature of various types including survey articles, scholarly books and 

online e-resources. 

Course Name Course Outcome 

Real Analysis 

Students will be able to - 

CO1-Recognize the contribution and impacts of real analysis in different 

areas of science.  

CO2- Identify the steps required to carry out a piece of research on a topic 

within real analysis.   

CO3-The theories and concepts used in the real analysis.  

CO4- Demonstrate an understanding of limits and how they are used in 

sequences, series, differentiation and integration. 

Complex Analysis 

Student will able to  

CO1-Understand the complex numbers provide a satisfying extension of 

the real numbers.  Determine whether a given function is differentiable 

and if so find its derivative.  

CO2-Use Power series and line integral to construct differentiable 

functions.   

CO3-Use residue theorem to compute several kinds of real integrals.  

CO4- Construct conformal mappings between many kinds of domain 

Algebra 

CO1-Students will gain experience and confidence in proving theorems.  

CO2-A blended teaching method will be used requiring the students to 

prove theorems give the student the experience and knowledge.  



CO3-Students will be introduced to and have knowledge of many 

mathematical concepts studied in abstract mathematics such as 

permutation groups, factor groups and Abelian groups.  

CO4- Students will see and understand the connection and transition 

between previously studied mathematics and more advanced 

mathematics.  

CO5-The students will actively participate in the transition of important 

concepts such homeomorphisms & isomorphisms from discrete 

mathematics to advanced abstract mathematics. 

Differential 

Equations 

CO1 : Students will be able to discuss the existence and uniqueness of solution 

of first order differential equation with examples. 

CO2 : Students will be able define Boundary value problems and Sturm – 

Liouville problems , ODE in more than 2 variables with examples. 

CO3 : Students will be able to discuss Partial differential equation of first order 

, Partial differential equatiions of higher order with constant coefficients . 

CO4 : Students will be able to discuss classification of partial differential 

equation of second order. 

Vector Analysis 

And 

Mechanics 

CO1 : Students will be able to Define Scalar and Vector point functions, 

Differentiation and integration of vectors. 

CO2 : Students will be able to discuss Green’s , Stoke’s and Gauss’s 

divergence theorem. 

CO3 :Students will be able  to define generalized coordinates, Lagrange’s 

equations, Hamilton’s canonical equation. 

CO4 : Students will be able to discuss Hamilton’s Principle of least 

action, reduction to the equivalent one body problem. 

CO5 :Students will be able to discuss the viral theorem , rigid body 

motion about an axis. 

Differential 

Geometry 

Student will know :- 

CO1-Scalar and cross product of vectors in 2 and 3 dimensions 

represented as differential forms or tensors.   

CO2-The vector-valued functions of a real variable and their curves and 

in turn the geometry of such curves including curvature, torsion and the 

Serret-Frenet frame and intrinsic geometry,  

CO3-Scalar and vector valued functions of 2 and 3 variables and surfaces, 

and in turn the geometry of surfaces 

Topology 

CO1-Know how the topology on a space is determined by the collection 

of open sets, by the collection of closed sets, or by a basis of 

neighborhoods at each point, and you know what it means for a function 

to be continuous  



CO2- Identify the steps required to carry out a piece of research on a topic 

within Mathematical Logic and Topology.  

CO3-Recognize the contribution and impacts of Mathematical Logic and 

Topology in real life problem 

CO4-Apply appropriate theories, principles and concepts relevant to the 

Topology. - Formulate a reasoned argument from a variety of sources.  

CO5-Analyze and interpret information from a variety of sources relevant 

to Mathematical Logic and Topology.   

CO6-Select a reasoned argument to the solution of familiar and 

unfamiliar problems relevant to Topology.  

Integral 

Transforms and 

Their Applications 

On completion of this course, the learner will be able to: -  

CO1-Calculate the Laplace transform of standard functions both from the 

definition and by using tables.  

CO2- Demonstrate their understanding of the Dirichlet conditions by 

using them to evaluate infinite series.  

CO3-Compute the Z transform of elementary sequences both from the 

definition and by using tables and use the appropriate theorems to 

calculate Z transforms and inverse Z transforms. 

Functional Analysis 

CO1-Summarize the theories and concepts used in the functional 

analysis.  

CO2-Identify the steps required to carry out a piece of research on a topic 

within functional analysis.  

CO3- Recognize the contribution and impacts of functional analysis in 

applied science. 

CO4-Apply appropriate theories, principles and concepts relevant to the 

functional analysis.  

CO5-Demonstrate a reasoned argument to the solution of familiar and 

unfamiliar problems relevant to functional analysis.  

CO6- Assess and evaluate the literature within functional analysis 

 

           Special 

Function 

Students will be able to- 

CO1-Perform operations with orthogonal polynomials, Legendre’s 

polynomial and Laguerre polynomial with their differential equations 

along with the corresponding recurrence formulas.   

CO2-.Demonstrate their understanding of how physical phenomena are 

modeled using special functions. 

CO3- Understand how Special function is useful in differential equations. 

 

Linear 

Programming 

CO1-Students will be able to understand the mathematical tool that are 

needed to solve optimization problem . 

CO2-Gain knowledge about travelling salesman problem, assignment 

problem, transportation problem, and the method to solve these . 



CO3-Formulate pure, mixed and integer programming problems . 

 

 

 

 

Number 

Theory 

CO1-Students will be able to understand Euclid Algorithm, definition of 

congruence, residue cleanessub  properties of congruence to solve large 

module . 

CO2-Gain knowledge about theory of numbers, binary quadratic forms, 

quadratic residue. 

CO3-Application based on Diophantime and Chinese remainder theorem. 

CO4-Gaining knowledge of fareyfraction,farey sequence, continued 

finite and infinite fractions, averages of arithmetic functions. 

 

Non-Linear 

Programming 

CO1-To study formulation of the non-linear programming models. 

CO2-Able to distinguish convex and concave sets and functions .Align 

necessary and sufficient condition for local optimal. 

CO3-learn different method for solving Quadratic Programming, Linear 

and Non Linear Fractional Programming and Game theory with pure and 

mixed strategiess 

 

 

PROBABILITY 

AND 

MATHEMATICAL 

STATISTICS-I 

CO1-The different probability measures. 

CO2-The distribution functions and its properties. 

CO3-Discrete and continuous random variables. 

CO4-Multivariate distribution function  

CO5-The discrete distributions such as Binomial, Poisson, etc. 

CO6-To use various continuous distributions like; uniform 

distribution,exponential distribution, normal distribution whenever 

necessary. 

CO7-The different Weak laws and strong laws of large numbers. 

CO8-Various statistical tools like measure of central tendency, 

dispersion, theory of attribute, skewness and kurtosis, correlation and 

regression. 

CO9-To apply various inequalities such as chebyshev inequality 

Mathematical as well as Statistical Analysis. 

CO10- To apply order statistics for distribution theory. 



CO11-The characteristics functions, inversion theorem, central limit 

theorem, etc. 

 

 

 

 

PROBABILITY 

AND 

MATHEMATICAL 

STATISTICS-II 

CO1-Problem of statistical inference, problem of point estimation 

CO2-Properties of point estimator such Consistency, Unbiasedness, 

Sufficiency 

CO3-To obtain minimum variance unbiased estimator 

CO4-To obtain estimators using estimation methods such as Maximum 

likelihood, method of moments. Properties of maximum likelihood 

estimator. 

CO5-To quantify information in statistic using Fisher Information. 

Construction of minimal sufficient statistic and minimal sufficient 

statistic for exponential family. concept of :Rao-Blackwell theorem and 

complete family 

CO6-Problem of Interval estimation and to  construct Confidence Interval  

CO7-Testing of hypothesis, critical regions, test functions, two kinds of 

errors, size function and power function 

CO8-Construct Most Powerful test using NP Lemma, UMPT,  Likelihood 

ratio-test 

CO9-Advantages and disadvantages of Non parametric tests (NPT), 

various one sample and paired sample test. 

 

 

 

Linear Algebra 

 

CO1 : Students will be able to Define Vector Space, Quotient space 

Direct sum, linear span and linear 

independence, basis and inner product. 

CO2 : Students will be able to Discuss the linear transformations, rank, 

nullity. 

CO3 :Students will be able toFind the characteristic equation, eigen 

values and eigen vectors of a matrix. 

Prove Cayley- Hamilton theorem, Schwartz inequality, Gramschmidt 

orthogonalisation process. 

CO4 :Studetns will be able define Diagonalization of matrix, 

Triangularization , Jordan Canonical form with examples. 



CO5 :Students will be able toProve Cayley- Hamilton theorem, Schwartz 

inequality, Gramschmidtorthogonalisation process. 

 

    

Field Theory 

 

CO1 : Students will be able to Define Field, characteristic of field, degree 

of field extension. 

CO2 : Students will be able to Discuss Splitting field, algebraically closed 

field. 

CO3 :Students will be able  Separable extension, Normal extension, 

Perfect field , primitive elements. 

O4 :Studetns will be able define Galois extension, Cyclic extensions, 

cyclotomic extensions. 

CO5 :Students will be able to discuss constructability of regular 

polygons, solvability of polynomials. 

 

 


